
HISTORY  OF  THE

FIRST  AUSTRALIANS

Embedding the Cross Curricular Priority and other
Learning Areas into the classroom literacy block



SET 1: 

• Reading Recovery levels 12-20

• Mainstream Lower Primary

• Secondary Learning Support/ESL

• “We’ve had strong interest from 
several secondary schools with a 
high Indigenous student population 
and low reading levels… the low text 
level allows these students to 
successfully engage in the reading 
process, and the content is relevant 
and engaging enough to 
encourage them to read, and more 
importantly, keep them on this 
reading journey”



SET 2: 

• Reading Recovery levels 6-12

• Mainstream Lower Primary

• Secondary Learning Support/ESL

• Set 2 was released as a result of 
feedback from many schools 
asking for similar content at a lower 
reading level to allow them to 
effectively cover the CCP and 
other Learning Areas in their Lower 
Primary classrooms



COMMUNITY ENDORSEMENTS

• The Noongar People of WA

• The Bundjalung People of Northern NSW  

• Various communities from Qld including Cherbourg & Ayr

• Various NT communities

• Academics from the U Newcastle, U Melbourne and 
elsewhere have reviewed for historical accuracy

• Content is based on Indigenous Studies Teacher Guides 
(developed over a period of 8 years of research and 
discussion by a team of writers and reviewers)



PROGRAM ASPIRATIONS

To provide a resource which engages all communities, and both 
Indigenous and non-Indigenous students, to learn more about 
the culture and history of the First Australians, in a reading format 
which allows teachers to embed the Cross Curricular Priority, 
and other Learning Areas, into the context of the classroom 
literacy block

In doing this, we also address the issue of the “crowded 
curriculum” and ensure that the Cross Curricular Priority is not 
missed from the learning process



COMPONENTS:

• Each title has specific teacher support on the 
inside front cover, including:
• ACARA references to the Cross Curricular Priority and 

other Learning Areas, eg English, HaSS, History, SOSE, 
Geography and The Arts

• RR Level and Word Count

• Teacher Notes (including background knowledge)

• Challenging/Review words (to expand vocab)

• Teacher Guides support each set, providing:
• Independent Learning Centre activities for every title

• Spelling/Vocab/Fluency activities

• All activities designed to boost reading, spelling, 
vocab and fluency levels 



HOW SCHOOLS ARE USING IT:

The most efficient way in which schools have been utilising this resource is 
within a guided reading context.  Multiple copies of either 5 or 6 copies of 
each title are integrated into the literacy block with a focus on:

• Before Reading – utilising the Teacher information on the Inside Front Cover to 
explore prior knowledge and text prediction

• During Reading – teacher uses title in preferred Guided Reading groups to 
guide students through the text with references made to the difficult/challenging 
words listed on the Inside Front Cover

• After Reading – utilise the Teacher Guide to consolidate learning from the text 
and build spelling/vocab/reading fluency 



HFA SET 3 – “OUR STORIES”  
• Due to the success of HFA Sets 1 & 2, we are publishing another 20 readers in early 2020:

• All stories are narrated by First Nations’ people and include:

• Historical recounts of Indigenous community members across Australia

• Stories about growing up as an urban Aboriginal

• Interactions of Indigenous community members with the land

• Creation based stories

• Stunning illustrations and photographic support 

• ACARA References to the CCP & other Learning Areas for every title

• Reading Recovery levels 20 to 30 

• The priority for Set 3 Our Stories:

• literacy improvement for all students

• the opportunity for students to learn more about 

the culture and heritage of their First Nations peoples 

within the context of the classroom literacy block.

• Comprehensive Teacher Guide:

• supports every title

• allows for further opportunities to build fluency, vocab and spelling



FUTURE PUBLISHING:
Yarn Circles Wellbeing Cards have been designed 

to provide opportunities for students to talk about 

their feelings, emotions, thoughts and ideas in a 

safe, positive and collaborative environment. This 

process reflects the traditional Yarn Circles time that 

was such an important part of the culture of our First 

Nations' people. We see it as an extremely 

important ancient practice that is now fulfilling a 

very modern need.

Curriculum information:
ACARA F-10 General Capabilities supported by 
these cards: Personal and Social Capability; 
Literacy (interpret and use language confidently 
for learning and communicating); Aboriginal and 
Torres Strait Islander Cross Curriculum Priority 
(diversity of language, ways of life and 
experiences).

Yarn Circles Wellbeing Cards will provide 

opportunities for students to express 

themselves through oral language and 

therefore increasing the learning 

experiences. The activities are designed to 

help you draw on students' prior 

knowledge, circumstances, imagination, 

visual, aural, oral and written capacity to 

bring about increased understanding, 

acceptance, empathy, self awareness, 

self-worth and the opportunity for positive 

change.


